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Present Tense Verb QUIZ

Fill in the blanks using a verb from the list below.
Write the correct form of the present tense.
[play] [speak] [wake] [bring] [start] [brush] [work] [spend] [save] [drink]
[speak] [buy] [like] [go] [take] [live] [like] [prepare] [spend] [work]

My friend Martin ______ very close to me. It only ______ 15 minutes to get
there by bicycle. He ______ English, French, and Japanese. I can only
______ a little Japanese. (My French is worse!)

Mike ______ lunch every week. I think he ______ too much money. I
______ lunch at home and ______ it to work, it ______ money.

I don’t ______ alcohol, but I have one bad habit. I ______ too many video
games.

Richard: Do you ______ opera? I have 2 tickets for Friday’s show, it
______ at 9:00.
Francis: Sorry, I ______ on Friday nights. Ask Kyle, he ______ the opera,
and he doesn’t ______ on Friday nights.

I think the government ______ too much money on things that are not
important.

Steve ______ his teeth every night before bed. He ______ to bed at 10:00
and ______ up at 6:00 during the week.
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Answers

My friend Martin lives very close to me. It only takes 15 minutes to get there by bicycle.
He speaks English, French, and Japanese. I can only speak a little Japanese. (My
French is worse!)

Mike buys lunch every week. I think he spends too much money. I prepare lunch at
home and bring it to work, it saves money.

I don’t drink alcohol, but I have one bad habit. I play too many video games.

Richard: Do you like opera? I have 2 tickets for Friday’s show, it starts at 9:00.
Francis: Sorry, I work on Friday nights. Ask Kyle, he loves the opera, and he doesn’t
work on Friday nights.

I think the government spends too much money on things that are not important.

Steve brushes his teeth every night before bed. He goes to bed at 10:00 and wakes
up at 6:00 during the week.
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